Disabled People’s Human Rights:
How are we doing in Scotland?
An Easy Read report about our rights
under the United Nation’s Disabled
People’s Convention (UNCRPD)
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About this report

This report is about disabled
people in Scotland getting or
not getting their human
rights.

Disabled people’s human
rights are explained in the
United Nations Convention
on the Rights of Persons
with Disabilities. The
Convention gives a list of
rules that governments have
to follow to make sure that
disabled people get their
human rights.

The Convention was written
by the United Nations or UN
for short. The UN is an
organisation that helps
different countries to work
together. The countries
agree rules about how they
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should treat people living in
their countries.

Every four years the UN gets
a report from government
and one from disabled
people.
The government report says
how it thinks disabled people
are getting their rights. The
report from disabled people
says whether they are
getting or not getting their
rights.

This report is from disabled
people. It gives a list of what
disabled people say
government should do to
make sure disabled people
get their human rights. It
mentions the Scottish
Government and the UK
Government.

Disabled women
Benefits should be paid to
women and men equally.
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Women experience domestic
violence more than men.
Disabled women experience
domestic violence even
more often. Paying less
benefits to women would
make this worse.

Disabled children
Children and young people
should wait less time to get
mental health care in
Scotland.
Deaf and Deafblind children
and young people should
have better mental health
services.

Awareness Raising
Everyone should know that
being disabled does not
mean that people can say
abusive things about you or
assault you.
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Accessibility
Transport needs to be more
accessible. We would like
announcements on trains
and buses, enough space for
wheelchairs, and helpful
staff.

If the council wants to make
changes in a public place
they should speak to
disabled people about what
will work.

Right to Life
Problems with benefits might
have led some disabled
people to commit suicide.

The rules for getting benefits
should not be too difficult to
follow.

Equal recognition
before the law
There should be good
support for people with
learning disabilities to make
decisions.
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The Scottish government
must review laws that call
Learning Disability a mental
disorder.

Access to Justice
Scotland needs more
lawyers who are specially
trained to support disabled
people.

Liberty and Security of
Person
The Scottish Government
should make sure that all its
policies about mental health
respect the human rights of
disabled people.

Freedom from torture or
cruel, inhuman or
degrading treatment or
punishment
Some disabled people have
been abused when they are
meant to be getting care.
The Government needs to
find ways to stop this
happening.
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Freedom from
exploitation, violence
and abuse
The police should take all
reports of hate crime
seriously.

The Scottish Government
should find out more about
who is experiencing hate
crime. A person might be
targeted because they are
disabled and also gay or
from a minority ethnic group.

Living independently
and being included in
the community
The Government should
make sure that people get
the right support to live at
home and be involved in the
community. They should get
good support wherever they
live.

Some people getting a
benefit like Disability Living
Allowance or Personal
Independence Payment also
get other benefits like a free
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bus pass. When the Scottish
Government makes rules
about benefits it should
make sure this stays the
same.

Freedom of expression
and opinion, and
access to information
When the Scottish
Government sends out
important information it
should give Easy Read and
BSL versions at the same
time.
The Scottish Government
should tell everyone about
the new BSL (Scotland) Act
2015. The Act will help Deaf
people to access
interpreters.

Respect for home and
the family
Parents with learning
disabilities should get better
support to look after their
children.
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Education
Disabled children should go
to the same schools as nondisabled children. This
means that there needs to
be good support for disabled
children at school.

Health
Problems with benefits mean
that some disabled people
do not have enough money
to live on. This can affect
their health.
The Government needs to
make sure that disabled
people have enough money
to stay healthy.
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Services to help stay
well and live in your
community
Young disabled people need
the right care and support
when they leave school.
Disabled people need the
right support to go home
after staying in hospital for a
long time.
The Government should
make sure that local services
which help people cope with
illness have enough money
to run.

Work and employment
The Government needs to
do more to support disabled
people to get and keep work.
This means giving
employers enough money to
make changes which will
help a disabled person do
their job.
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Adequate standard of
living and social
protection
The UK Government should
make sure that people are
treated fairly at benefits
assessments. It should make
sure that people do not have
their money stopped.
The Scottish Government
should make sure that all
disabled people in Scotland
are able to live in homes that
are accessible to them.
This report was written in
January 2017. A list of those
who wrote it is on the next
page.
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Inclusion Scotland
People First Scotland
Self-Directed Support Scotland
Glasgow Disability Alliance
Lothian Centre for Inclusive Living
Glasgow Centre for Inclusive Living
Voices of Experience
British Deaf Association
Scottish Council on Deafness
Professor Nicholas Watson, University of Glasgow.
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